A Brief Summary
Genius for Geometric and plastic industries company is one of the
largest of companies in the field of manufacturing Industrial stretch film and PVC cling. We
also produce high and low density polyethylene rolls, plastic bags, shrinkage films and
polypropylene woven sacks.
Genius company deals with the largest international companies in Europe, Africa and Asia
due to products quality and the application of latest technology in the manufacturing process
using high quality raw materials imported from the world’s best suppliers.
Genius products are used for packing food, apparel, electronic devices, machinery and
medical supplies. Our factories production process executed under the supervision of
experiences specialists, effective strategies applied to the warehouse management to achieve.
Our production covers the local market needs as it is overflowing and sufficient for
external export.

• P.V.C cling film :

It is one of the most prominent products of our company .This PVC grade film line is used in the fields of
food (vegetables, fruits) packaging, widely used in the Supermarkets thanks to its flexible and solid structure,
where the fine pores in the structure and characterized by a high rate of oxygen permeability and humidity,
which helps to keep food fresh for a long time.
Various widths are available (30, 35, 40, and 45) cm. Thickness is available from 9 microns to 12
microns.
Our P.V.C cling film product is characterized by high bearing capacity, brightness, transparency and

strength of cohesion.

• Industrial Stretch Film:

Used in packing pallets away from using any heat for packaging. Widths are ranging from 5 cm to 100 cm. It
has a thickness of between 23 microns and 35 microns.
It is available manual (the weight of the roll is approximately 3 kg) & automatic (the weight of the roll is
approximately 17 kg).
Thanks to the efforts our engineers and using of modern technology , our company produces a multi-layerd
film (3 layers \ 5 layers ) with a variety of new and varied mixes suitable for use on the latest packing
machines and thickness of 12 to 17 microns , it is called Super Power Film .

•

P.V.C Shrink:

Used in packaging food such as sweets, jams, sauces and other similar uses, using only thermal kilns. The
thickness ranges from 15: 60 microns
.

• Low density LD bags and rolls:

This type is used in packaging of various products and is characterized by high transparency and flexibility. All
widths are available on demands, ranging from 30 microns to 150 microns.

• Polyethylene Shrink Rolls:

Used in packing soft drinks, mineral water, cans and pallets using heat furnaces or direct fire (pashpuri). The
thickness starts from 45 microns up to 300 microns.

